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The WOW Factor – More Ideas To Consider
Biorock Artificial Reefs
Biorock artificial reefs will not only create a world-class snorkeling and swimming area, but will also
protect your coastline from storm surge/swell waves and may increase the size of your beach.

The Biorock Process

Biorock Artificial Coral Reefs after 23 months

Museum Quality Underwater Sculptures
Imagine diving around museum quality, underwater sculptures in just a few meters of water and the
photo opportunities. Your guests will love sharing their one of a kind shots with their friends through
Facebook, Instagram and other social media. It’s a free marketing opportunity for your resort. For
even more enhancement a Biorock artificial reef will make your underwater setting spectacular!

Over the Water Bungalows
Over the water bungalows are both romantic and attractive for those who want to be close to nature
and the sea. Refreshing sea air, the calm sounds of water all around and spectacular sea view from
the sea will provide your guests a one-of-a-kind overnight adventure they will never forget!

Tree Houses With Sky Bridges
Tree houses have become more popular with guests over the past several years in the Caribbean
and other locations. These spectacular rooms are attractive to all, including high-income guests, who
are wanting a different experience and or wanting to be closer to nature. These treehouses provide all
the amenities and luxuries of high-end resort rooms

Luxury “Glam” Camping
Luxury Camping, also referred to as glam or glamour camping, is one of the newest holiday fads,
having become very popular the past few years. Camping with higher-end amenities and comforts
redefines camping for those that don’t fully want to “rough it!”

Luxury camping is an option for resorts, private islands, or those with a lot of wilderness property that
is alluring to nature-loving guests. Glam camping is perfect for both couples and families. Camping
suites have many or all the amenities, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secluded locations with spectacular views
Private in-suite bathroom, hot water sink and shower and flushing toilet.
A bedroom “wing” inside the tent with a king-size bed
Wood floors stretching out to a private deck lounge
An inside lounge area with a sofa bed
Wood burning stove in your tent

Zip Lines & Rope Bridges
Fun and exciting for both kids and adults! Add some “zip” to your resort location!

Mini Zoo Settings
Birds
Most everyone loves birds; we suggest placing a variety of birds such as flamingos, spoon bills,
scarlet ibis, and others at various locations around your property so as to let everyone enjoy and to
add character to the surrounding environment.

Mammals
Depending on species some need to be kept in large open enclosures. Building the enclosures to
blend into the natural environment is another way of adding a touch of “different” and surprise.

Reptiles
Some reptiles, such as iguanas can be in the same area as the birds and around the various
buildings so the gust can enjoy watching them.

Glass Bottom Boats
Electric or paddle powered, one and two person boats, are environmentally friendly and provide a
unique and enjoyable means of experiencing the wonders of the undersea ...without getting wet!

Glass bottom boats are another way guests can enjoy coral reefs and underwater sculptures, fish and
marine life. A great opportunity for those guests who don’t swim or snorkel.
Playgrounds for Senior Citizens
Playgrounds for senior citizens are becoming extremely popular with the older senior tourists.

Visit our website or contact us today about adding the WOW factor to your property!
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